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mission

our values

ATM Engineering S.r.l. is an
Engineering Company based in
Rome, actively involved in
implementing international
industrial Automation,
Instrumentation and
Telecommunications projects. 

We operate as Automation,
Instrumentation and
Telecommunications Project
Management consultants,
focusing on the business needs
of our customers, which we
address and meet by delivering
top of the range technology
solutions, thanks to our
longstanding partnerships and
relations with market-leading
HW and SW suppliers.
We can achieve total customer
satisfaction by working together
with our clients, to successfully
select and implement state-of-
the-art and cutting-edge
technologies.
ATM provides solutions based on
next-generation platforms,
developed according to a shared
and integrated engineering
vision, offering high added-value
professional services at
competitive prices.

who we are
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mission

our values

Integrity – We operate honestly,
ethically and fairly.
Loyalty – We speak openly and
directly, with trust, respect and
the willingness to resolve any
issues by investigating and
understanding problems and
sharing solutions.
Reliability – We keep promises,
abide by our commitments and
take an active role in helping our
clients succeed and grow.
Innovation – We leverage our
expertise and ongoing
technological upgrading to
develop – together with our
partners – new, creative and
responsible solutions for our
customers.
Social responsibility – We
consider health, safety and the
environment as priority issues.
Corporate culture – We
cultivate an environment where
creativity, productivity and
powerful relationships can
thrive. We encourage our staff to
apply their talent, skills, and
critical thinking.

our valuesmission
Our mission is to provide Technology Consulting,
Project Management, System Design and
Integration services for Automation,
Instrumentation and Telecommunications to
industrial plants. We constantly focus on
integrating the different disciplines and solutions,
as well as innovation, safety and the environment,
in order to achieve and, indeed, exceed our
customers’ expectations.
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sectors

disciplines

services

consulting

project management consulting

design and engineering

procurement

construction and start-up
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what we do

This area comprises three
sections: Sectors,
Disciplines and Services.
The Sectors in which we operate
(references) and where we have
expertise (competencies), the
Disciplines in which we
specialise and which constitute
the core of our mission and the
range of Services we provide.

Thanks to its industry-specific all-
round competence in the fields
of Automation, Instrumentation
and Telecommunications, ATM is
present in a range of industrial
Sectors, especially the Process
Industry sector, for expertise and
know how, e.g.: Oil&Gas,
Petrochemicals, Fine
Chemicals,
Pharmaceuticals, Energy
Production. ATM is able to
provide an array of different
services suited for each Project
phase, from Engineering
Consulting to Design, from
Procurement support to
Construction and Start-up
supervision.

sectors

Automation,
Instrumentation and
Telecommunications are
the Disciplines that form the core
business of ATM. These three
disciplines are winning factors
for improving the safety,
productivity output and
reliability of a process system
and for constantly monitoring
quality. ATM offers solutions
based on state-of-the-art
platforms, grounded on shared
and integrated engineering
visions, with the aim of
combining cost-effectiveness
and high added value.

disciplines



Consulting is a typical Customer
service provided by Engineering
Firms across all Project
Development phases and
disciplines. To be effective,
consulting services must be
accurate and based on specific
expertise, as well as timely and
tailored to Customer needs. 
ATM’s experience and
background are useful to help
Customers tackle both new and
revamping project problems,
e.g.: defining Automation and
Telecom strategies and the
Preliminary Control System
Architecture, selecting the most
suitable state-of-the-art
technologies, performing cost
estimates for Automation and
Telecommunication systems, etc.
Customers may also need
assistance to solve technical
problems arising during the
Plant’s operation (e.g.: choice of
materials or equipment,
troubleshooting, data
reconciliation, etc.); at ATM we
have the resources and know
how to promptly step in and
help out.

Find out more about Conceptual
Design, Feasibility Study and
Technical Consulting at our website:
www.atmengineering.it

consulting
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ATM provides a comprehensive
range of Services, covering all
aspects of Automation,
Instrumentation and
Telecommunications for
Industrial Plants and targeting
both the Construction of
New Process Plants (Grass
Roots) and the Upgrading of
Existing Plants (Revamping).

ATM operates according to the
most common Contract
arrangements, e.g.: Reimbursable,
Lump Sum of Services, Target
Price, etc., based on our
Customers’ needs and the
Project specifications.

services

Consulting

Design and Engineering

Construction and Start-up

Procurement

Conceptual
Design

Basic
Design

Feasibility
Study

Technical
Consulting

Construction and
Pre-Commissioning

Commissioning
and Start-Up

Detailed
Engineering

Project Management Consulting

Front End
Engineering

Design

service tree

sectors

disciplines

services

consulting

project management consulting

design and engineering

procurement

construction and start-up
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Design and Engineering
activities may be of different
kinds, according to Project type
and definition, although the final
goal is always to enable the site
organization to smoothly and
safely build, commission and
start up a Plant, alongside the
procurement of the necessary
equipment and materials.
In view of our specific and
consolidated experience in the
fields of Automation,
Instrumentation,
Telecommunications, during
both the Basic Design and
Detailed Engineering phases
ATM can elaborate any type of
design document and, in
particular, prepare the general
design specifications (e.g.:
Project Control System,
Emergency Shut-Down System,
Telecom System, OTS, EPC
Contractor’s Scope of Work, etc.),
and develop special technical
options, such as Fieldbus or
wireless technology.

Find out more about Basic Design,
Front End Engineering Design and
Detailed Engineering at our website:
www.atmengineering.it

design and engineering

Project Management
Consulting comprises the
services provided by
Consultants, throughout a Plant’s
investment life cycle, and aimed
at assisting Customers in
maximizing plant productivity
and business profitability.
ATM operates as a Project
Management Consultant in the
fields of Automation -
Instrumentation - Telecom to:
- identify and meet a Customer’s
business needs, by cooperating
with the Customer in selecting
the most suitable state-of-the-
art technology;
- offer solutions based on latest-
generation technological
platforms resulting from a
shared vision and across-the-
board engineering integration;
- provide the Customer with
competitively priced value-
added professional services.

project management
consulting

sectors

disciplines

services

consulting

project management consulting
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procurement

construction and start-up



Construction and Start-up are
the final Project implementation
phases. During construction, the
work set out in the engineering
plans is completed and the
requisite equipment and
materials installed and
commissioned for operation.
Start-up is the process whereby a
Plant is first set into operation to
roll out the required product,
from the “oil-in” to the
performance testing. Start-up
mainly comprises: introducing
the feedstock, implementing the
operating conditions, achieving
the product specifications, and,
lastly, achieving the Plant design
capacity and Plant alignment
and running performance tests.
ATM provides supervision
services – ranging from pre-
commissioning to the seamless
handing over of the Plant to the
Customer – which include loop
tuning, troubleshooting, data
reconciliation and validation of
the test-run reports.

Find out more about
Construction and Pre-
Commissioning and
Commissioning and Start-Up at
our website:
www.atmengineering.it

construction 
and start-up
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Thanks to our vast experience in
this field, ATM can provide all-
round Procurement support
services for all Automation,
Instrumentation and
Telecommunications equipment
and materials, ranging from the
preparation and management of
invitations to tender, to tender
alignment, the issuing of
technical and commercial
recommendations and purchase
orders (on the Customer’s
behalf), and technical follow-up
activities.
In particular, ATM can provide
suitable assistance with respect
to the activities as follows:
- preparing complete technical
and commercial tendering
documents for PCS, analyzers,
PES, and any other type of
equipment and materials,
examining and evaluating the
incoming bids, and issuing final
recommendations for approval
by the Customer;
- developing detailed inspection
and acceptance testing
procedures;

- defining appropriate materials
inspection requirements and
providing expediting,
inspection and testing services,
to ensure compliance with the
delivery timelines, and
conformity to the design
specifications.

procurement

sectors
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services

consulting

project management consulting

design and engineering

procurement

construction and start-up



In this section we describe the
way we arrange our activities
and resources at ATM, how we
operate and train our staff and,
our development strategy, which
is based on two pillars: a
management pillar
focusing on Project
Management, and a
technology pillar grounded
on innovation and constant
exchange with market leaders.

ATM is a Customer-
Oriented Company
committed to understanding
and meeting our Customers’
requirements and optimizing
our organization to achieve
successful projects.
ATM can interpret, organize and
manage different work
environments, through the
implementation of codified and
transferable models, procedures
and knowledge, based on both
the strength of our experience,
as well as the aptitude for
assessing new and innovatory
solutions.

how we do it creativity 
and flexibility
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CEO
U. Cinque

COO
U. Cinque

TECHNICAL
SECRETARY

QUALITY

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

I & A
INSPECTION

Section Head

I & A
COST ESTIMATION

Section Head

I & A
Discipline

Coordinators

I & A
and TELECOM
Section Head

SAFETY
Group Leader

ANALYZER
Group Leader

ADMINISTRATION,
FINANCE and
RESOURCES

I & A
Group Leader

I & A = INSTRUMENTATION and AUTOMATION

TELECOM
Group Leader

Organization Chart
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ATM has achieved the Quality
Management System
Certificate ISO 9001:
2008.
Therefore, we are committed to
abiding by the Project
specifications, schedules and
costs, as well as to safeguarding
all Health, Safety and
Environmental matters,
regardless of the circumstances.
Quality at ATM also takes on
operational excellence objective,
with respect to the more
qualifying aspects of our core
business, i.e. effectively
understanding and promptly
responding to our Customers’
needs, identifying control system
architectures tailored to each
specific situation, selecting staff
with the skills and qualifications
best suited to the project
requirements, and, last but not
least, our Project Management
approach, typical of a Company
that may be young, but which
can rely on a team of very
experienced professionals.

ATM is a “Customer
Oriented” and “Project
Management Centred”
company.
We apply consistent structured
Project Management methods
to achieve our Customers’ goals
throughout the Project’s
lifecycle. Our productive
structure is managed around the
Project Management
philosophy: Project Planning,
Cost Control, Team Building,
Training, etc.
Regardless of the complexity,
size or uniqueness of the
requirements, ATM adopts
established and repeatable
processes that are applied by
knowledgeable and organized
personnel.
This approach ensures
measurable results, on Time, on
Spec(ifications), on Budget,
ensuring Quality and
considerably reduced Risks.

The Project Management Triangle
(Image from Wikipedia)

Find out more about Project Schedule,
Cost Estimate and Risk Management at
our website: www.atmengineering.it

COST SCHEDULE

QUALITY

SCO
PE

quality management project management

“On Time, On Spec, On Budget“
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At ATM we encourage the rapid
development and growth of our
staff through the transfer of
consolidated knowledge and
provide access to the experience
of our experts.
We reward those who know how
to do their job, but especially
those who know how to teach.
We encourage ways of gathering
knowledge and pride ourselves
in promoting the creation of
new knowledge.
In-house Training is aimed
at providing or improving the
knowledge, skills and
competences of our staff in their
specific areas of expertise. ATM
views its human resources as its
best asset and regularly
schedules technological-
theoretical courses, in the fields
of Automation and Process
Control; management courses
for Project Management, etc.;
and practical courses, based on
the use of Operator Training
Simulator (OTS) software for
simulating operating conditions.

The Quality Certification
achieved by ATM covers our
Instrumentation, Automation
and Telecommunications design,
procurement and inspection
services applied to industrial and
infrastructure plants. ATM has
chosen DNV (Det Norske Veritas)
as its certification body, due to
this company’s longstanding
experience, knowledge of
quality management system in
the business sector of ATM, high
professional quality of its
personnel, which can provide
major development
opportunities for our activities.
Moreover, at ATM we also share
with DNV the objectives of
safeguarding life, property and
the environment.

development 
and training

quality certification 
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ATM works with industry-leading
hardware and software
providers, to help our customers
single out the best proven
technologies available on the
market today. The engineering
staff at ATM Engineering have an
in-depth experience in
automation and instrumentation
solutions, thanks to our
association with technological
Partners.

PAKE is short for Process &
Automation Knowledge
Engine for integrating
knowledge of the core disciplines
of each industrial project:
Process and Automation,
in our case focusing specifically
on the Process Industry.
This “publishing” tool is aimed at
contributing to the cultural
development of the industry in
which we operate, by either
providing contents produced
directly by ATM, or ensuring
organizational support to those
developed by other
professionals, working on a
voluntary basis and who are not
interested in making a direct
profit.
The array of professional
experiences, working and training
tools, specialist glossaries and
other utility tools, developed and
circulated via a variety of different
communication media: web,
paper, cd, etc., shall feature the
PAKElogo and will be released
under a Creative Commons
License, an innovatory solution
that allows the free and
unrestricted circulation of original
works by the users, provided that
the source is mentioned. When

called to choose from among the
different types of available
licenses, we opted for the
exclusion of commercial use and
of changes to the works, out of
respect for the authors and their
work.
So, if you’re a Customer, Vendor,
Contractor, Professional,
Professor, or hold any other
position in our industry, namely,
the design and costruction of
Process plants, and have some
interesting contents you wish to
share, tell us about your
experience by writing to
pake@atmengineering.it

Find out more about PAKE: 
Glossary, Experiences and 
“From the Web” at our website:
www.atmengineering.it/pake

partner network
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PAKE IT UP!
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